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SUSTAINABLE PROVEN 
TECHNOLOGY

PURE AIR AND CLEAN GAS   
DUE TO LOWEST CLEAN GAS VALUES

ACTIVE HEALTH PROTECTION
BY SAFE SEPARATION

DURABLE 
LONG SERVICE LIFE

COMPACT 
DESIGN

CONSTANT
OPERATING CONDITIONS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
DUE TO LOW CLEANING PRESSURE

NUTZEN

RELIABLE DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM

The process of drawing metal wires generates harmful production emissions such as metal dust, scale and 
drawing lubricant abrasions, which must be reliably extracted to sustainably protect man, machine and the 
environment. 

The Herding® filter systems work on the principle of pure surface filtration. They have been proven to 
reliably separate even the finest dust fractions with a residual dust content of < 0.1 mg/m3. 

The Herding® filter elements generate absolute constant operating conditions. They show extreme durability 
and, depending on the process, very long service life exceeding more than 15 years. Thus, by using the 
Herding® Sinter-plate filter a valuable contribution is made to occupational safety and environmental 
protection. 

BENEFITS

THE ORIGINAL 
BY HERDING

made in germany



PROCESSES

SAFE EXTRACTION FOR ALL AREAS 
During wire drawing the diameter of a metal wire is reduced in a tensile pressure reshaping process. To 
improve the adhesion of the drawing lubricant on the surface, the wire is first descaled. To achieve the 
desired final diameter the wire runs in the subsequent drawing process at high speed via single or multiple 
draws (drawing tool and drawing drum).

The dusts occurring from these production steps (metal dust, scale and drawing lubricant dust) must be 
separated sustainably and safely. A constant air flow is especially necessary if the wire will be additionally 
heat treated.

The drawing soaps used are frequently organic substances, which can lead to the risk of fire or in some cases 
the risk of explosion. Appropriate measures must be taken, depending on the safety-related parameters. 
Modifications to the production processes can also make subsequent adaptations such as the integration 
of fire or explosion protection, necessary.

Schema wire drawing process
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HERDING FLEX
The flexible  
type series

HERDING COMP 
The compact filter unit 
for limited spaces

OPTIONS

HERDING FILTERTECHNIK  
From self-developed filter medium up to completely installed filter system, the product diversity from Herding® 
covers the full spectrum.

The outstanding vertical range of manufacturing in Germany guarantees an extremely high-quality standard and 
maximum flexibility for customers worldwide. A wide variety of system types is realised based on a sophisticated 
modular principle, which can be individually tailored for the respective application case.

FIRE DETECTION
A detection cable detects the fire both during operation and during standstill of 
the filter unit. 

FIRE ALARM 
The signal processing of the fire detection, the signal transfer to the fire fighting 
and the alarm forwarding externally (as potential-free contact) is done through 
the control system of the fire alarm.

The optical and acoustic alarm is located directly on the filter unit. If necessary, 
automatic shut off is done, as well as the release of extinguishing agent for 
firefighting.

FIRE FIGHTING
In this manner a wide variety of dusts can be successfully extinguished with the 
automatic fire detection, fire alarm and firefighting. 

In the presence of potentially explosive dusts, there are preventative and 
constructive safety measures to choose from, which are individually adapted. 

HERDING FLAMEBREAK
SAFETY CONCEPT
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FOLLOW US ONPhone:  +49 9621 630-0
Mail: info@herding.de
www.herding.com

Herding GmbH Filtertechnik 
August-Borsig-Str. 3
92224 Amberg/Germany

CONTACT
Please feel free to contact us! You can fill in the form and send it to us by e-mail.
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https://de-de.facebook.com/herding.de/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BvToIx5HUlL/?hl=en
https://de.linkedin.com/company/herding-gmbh-filtertechnik
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwV2Gztqc8GCXBh4GHYt8_w
mailto:info%40herding.de?subject=Keramische%20Produktion
http://www.herding.de
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